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500 Pulsed Eddy Current Non-destructive Testing and Evaluafion：A

Renew．A1i Sophian·Guiyun Tian·Mengbao Fan

Abstract：Pulsed eddy current(PEC)non—destructive testing and evaluation

(NDT&E)has been around for some time and it iS still attracting extensive

attention from researchers around the globe，which call be witnessed through the

reports reviewed in this paper．Thanks to its richness of spectral components．

various applications of this technique have been proposed and reported in the

literature covering both structnral integrity inspection and material characterization

in various industrial sectors．To support its development and for better

understanding of the phe：nomena around the transient induced eddy currents．

attempts for its modelling both analytically and numerically have been made by

researchers around the WOrld．This review iS an attempt to capture the

state．of-the．art development and applications of PEC．especially in the last 15

years and it iS not intended to be exhaustive．Future challenges and opportunities

for PECNDT&E are also presented．

DOI 10．1007／s10033．017．0121．5

5 1 5 Defect Formation Mechanisms in Selective Laser Melting：A Renew．

Bi Zhang·Yongtao Li·Qian Bai

Abstract：Defect formation iS a common problem in selective laser melting

(SLM)．This paper provides a review of defect formation mechanisms in SLM．It

summarizes the recent research outcomes on defect fmdings and classification，

analyzes formation mechanisms of the common defects，such as porosities，

incomplete fusion holes，and cracks．The Paper discusses the effect of the process

parameters on defect formation and the impact of defect formation on the

mechanical properties of a fabricated part．Based 011 the discussion，the paper

proposes strategies for defect suppression and control in SLM．

DOI 10．1007／s10033．017．0123．3

528 Machining the htegral Impeller and Brisk of Aero-Engines：A
Renew of Surface Finishing and Strengthening Technologies．
Youzhi Fu·Hang Gao·Xuanping Wang·Dongming Guo

Abstract：The integral impeller and blisk of an aero．engine are high performance
parts with complex structure and made of difficult-to．cut materials．The blade

surfaces of the integral impeller and blisk are functional surfaces for power

transmission．and their surface integrity has significant effects on the aerodynamic

efficiency and service life of an aero．engine．Thus。it iS indispensable to finish and

strengthen the blades before use．This paper presents a comprehensive literature

review of studies on finishing and strengthening technologies for the impeller and

blisk of aero．engines．The review includes independent and integrated finishing

and strengthening technologies and discusses advanced rotational abrasive flow

machining with back—pressure used for finishing the integral impeller and blisk．A

briefassessment offuture research problems and directions is alSO presented．
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544 Shape Error Analysis of Functional Surface Based on lsogeometrical

Approach．Pei Yuan·Zhenyu Liu·Jianrong Tan

Abstract：The construction of traditional finite element geomelry(i．e．，the meshing

procedurel is time consuming and creates geometric errors．The drawbacks can be

overcame by the Isogeometric Analysis(IGA)，which integrates the computer aided

design and structural analysisinaunifiedway．AnewIGAbeam elementisdevelopedby

integrating the displacement field of the element，which is approximated by the NURBS

basis．with the internal work formula of Eulel--Bernoulli beam theory with the small

deformation and elastic assumptions．Two cases of the sttong coupling of IGAelements．

‘‘bcam to beam'’and‘‘bearn to shell'’．ale also discnssed．The maxinlum relative errors of

the deformation in the three directions of cantilever beam benchmark problem between

analytical solutions and IGA solutions are 1ess than 0．1％．which illnstrate the good

performance of the developed IGA beam element．In addition，the application of the

develop·ed IGAbeam element in the Root Mcan Square fILMS)error analysis ofreflector

antenna surface．which is a kind of typical functional surface whose precision is closely

related to the product’s performance．indicates that no matter how coarse the

discrefization is．the IGAmethod is able to achieve the accurate solution with lesS degrees

offi'eedom than standard Finite Element Analysis rFEA)．nle proposed research pmvides
an effective altemative to standard FEAfor shape error analysis offunctional surface．

DOI lO．1007／s10033-017．0130-4

5 5 3 Improved Differential Evolution with Shrinking Space Technique for

Constrained Optimization．Chunming Fu·Yhdong Xu·Chao Jiang·

Xu Han·Zhiliang Huang

Absll-IK't．"Most of the current evolutionary algorithms for constrained optimization
algorithm are 10w computational e伍ciency．In order to improve efficiency,an improved

differential evolution with shrinking space technique and adaptive trade．ofr modelI

named ATMDE．is proposed to solve constrained optimization problems．The proposed
ATMDE algorithm employs all improved differential evolution as the search optimizer
to generate new offspring individuals into evolutionary population，For the constraints，
the adaptive trade—off model as one of the most important constraint-handling

techniques is employed to select better individuals to re协jn mto the next population．
which could effectively handle multiple constraints．Then the shrinking space technique
is designed to shrink the search re西on according to feedback information in order to

improve computational efficiency without losing accuracy．The improved DE algorithm

introduces three different mutant slrategies to generate different offspring into

evolutionary population．Moreover．a new mutant strategy called‘‘DE／rand／best／1”is

constructed to generate new individuals according to the feasibility proportion ofcurrent

population．Finally，the effectiveness of the proposed method is verified by a suite of

benchmark functions and practical engineering problems．皿】is research presents a

consWained evolutionary algorithm with high efficiency and accuracy for constrained

optimization problems．

DOI 10．1007／s10033-017一0109一l

5 66 Thermal Error Modeling Method with the Jamming of

Temperature-Sensitive Points’Volatility on CNC Machine Tools．

EnmingMiao·YiLiu·JianguoXu·HuiLiu

Abstract：Aiming at the deficiency of the robustness of thermal error compensation

models of CNC machine tools．the mechanism of improving the models’robustness is

studied by regarding the Leaderway-V450 machining center as the object．Through the

analysis of actual spindle air cutting experiments data on Leaderway．V450 machine．it
is found that the temperature—SellSitive points used for modeling is volatility,and this

volatility directly lcads to 1arge changes on the tollinear degree amonR modeling

independent variables．nms．the forecasting accuracy of multivariate regression model

is severely affected。and the forecasting robustness becomes poor too．To overcome this

effect，a modeling method of establishing thermal error models by using single

temperaturevariableunderthejammingoftemperature-sensitivepoints’volatilityisput
forward．According to the actual data ofthelTnal error measured in different seasons．it is

proved that the single tempemture variable model call reduce the loss of forecasting

accuracy resulted from the volatility of temperature．semitive points，especially for the

prediction ofcross quarter data,the improvement offorecasting accuracy is about 5啪
or more．nle purpose that improving the robustness of the thermal error models is

realized，which can provide areference for selecting the modeling independent variable

in the application ofthermal error compensation ofCNC machine tools．
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578 Effect of Facet Displacement on Radiation Field and Its Application
for Panel Adjustment of Large Rerector Antenna．w西Wang·
Peiyuan Lian·Shuxin Zhang·Binbin Xiang·QianXu

Abstract：Large reflector antennas are widely used in radars，satellite

communication，radio astronomy,and so on．The rapid developments in these fields

have created demands for development of better performance and higher surface

accuracy．However,low accuracy and 10w efficiency are the common disadvantages

for traditional panel alignment and adjustment．In order to improve the surface

accuracy of large reflector antenna．a new method is presented to determinate panel
adjustment values from far field pattem．Based on the method of Physical Optics

(PO)，the effect ofpanel facet displacement on radiation field value is derived．Then

the linear system is constructed between panel adjustment vector and far field

pattem．Using the method of Singular Value Decomposition(SVD)，the adjustment
value for all panel adjustors are obtained by solving the 1inear equations．An

experiment is conducted on a 3．7m reflector antenna with 12 segmented panels．The
results of simulation and test are similar,which shows血at血e presented method is

fcasible．Moreover，the discussion about validation shows that the method catl be

used for many cases of reflector shape．The proposed research provides the

instruction to adjust surface panels e伍ciently and accurately．

DOI lO．1007／s10033．017一0133．1

587 Phase Compensation of Composite Material Radomes Based on the

Radiation Pattern．Peng Li·Na Li·Wjnye Xu·Liwei Song

Abstract：Some compensation methods have been proposed to mitigate the

degradation of radiation characteristics caused by composite material radomes．

however most of them are complex and not applicable for large radomes，for

example，the modification of geometric shape by grinding process．A novel and

simple compensation strategy based on phase modification is proposed for large

reflector anterma．radome systems．Through moving the feed or sub．reflector

along axial direction opportunely，the modification of phase distribution in the

original aDerture of an enclosed reflector antenna can be used to reduce the phase

shift caused by composite material radomes．The distortion of fa卜field pattem can

be minimized．The modification formulas are proposed．and the 1imitation oftheir

application is also discussed．Numerical simulations for a one—piece composite

materials sandwich radome and a 40 m multipartite composite materials sandwich

radome verify that the hovel compensation strategY achieves satisfactory

compensated results，and improves the distortion of the far—field pattem for the

composite material radomes．For one—piece dielectric radome．more than 60％

phase difference caused by radome is reduced．For multipartite radome，the

sidelobe level improves about 1．2 dB．the nnlling depth improves about 3 dB．The

improvement of far．field pattem could be obtained effectively and simply by

moving the feed or sub—reflector according to phase shift ofthe radome．

DOI 10．1007／s10033—017．0132—2

595 Effect of Surface Roughness in Micro-nano Scale on SIcItted

Waveguide Arrays in Ku-band．Na Li·Peng Li·Liwei Song

Abstract：Modeling ofthe roughness in micro—nano scale and its influence have

not been fully investigated．however the roughneSS will cause amplitude and

phase errors of the radiating slot．and decrease the precision and e衙ciency of the

SWA iIl Ku．band．Firstlv’the roughness is simulated using the electromechanical

coupled(EC)model．111e relationship between roughness and the antenna’s

radiation properties is obtained．For verification．an antenna prototype is

manufactured and tested，and the simulation method is introduced．According to

the prototype，a contrasting experiment dealing with the flatness of the radiating

plane is conducted to test the simulation method．The advantage of the EC model

is validated by comparisons of the EC model and two classical roughness models

(sine wave and fractal function)，which shows that the EC model gives a more

accurate description model for roughness．the maximum error is 13％．Tbe

existence of roughness strongly broadens the beamwidth and raises the side—lobe

level of SWA，which is 1．2 times greater than the ideal antenna．In addition．efrect

ofthe EC model’s evaluation indices is investigated．the most affected scale ofthe

roughness is found．which is 1／1 0 of the working wavelength．The proposed

research provides the instruction for antenna designing and manufacturing．
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604 Two．step Structural Design of Mesh Antennas for High Beam Pointing

Accuracy．Shuxin Zhang·Jingli Du·Wei Wang·Xinghua Zhang·
Yali Zong

Abstraet：A well．designed reflector surface with high beam pointing accuracy in

electromagnetic performance is of practical significance to the space application of

cable mesh reflector antennas．As for space requirements，circular polarizations are

widely used in spaeebome antennas．which usually lcad to a beam shift for offset

reflectors and influence the beam pointing accuracV A two．step structural design

procedure is proposed to overcome the beam squint phenomenon for high beam

pointing accuracy design of circularly polarized offset cable mesh reflectors．A

simple structural optimal design and an integrated structural electromagnetic

optimization are combined to alleviate the beam squint effect of circular

polarizations．It is implemented by cable pretension design and adjustment to shape

the offset cable mesh surface．Besides，in order to increase the efficiency of

integrated optimization，an update Broyden—Fletcher-Goldfarb-Shanno(BFGS)
Hessian marx is employed in the optimization iteration with sequential quadratic

programming．A circularly polarized offset cable mesh reflector is utilized to show

the feasibility and effectiveness of the proposed procedure．A high beam pointing

accuracy in order of0．000 1
o

ofelectromagnetic performance is achieved．
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^1 4 Roll System and Stock’s Mlllti-parameter Coupfing Dynamic
Modeling Based on the Shape Control of Steel Strip．Yang Zhang·
Yan Peng·Jianliang Sun·Yong Zang

Abstract：The existence of rolling deformation area in the rolling mill system is the

main characteristic which distinguishes the other machinery．In order to analyze the

dynamic property of roll system’s flexnral deformation．it is necessary to consider

the transverse periodic movement of stock in the rolling deformation area which is

caused by the flexural deformation movement of roll system simultaneously．

Therefore．the displacement field of roll system and flow of metal in the

deformation area is described by kinematic analysis in the dynamic system．

Through introducing the 1ateral displacement fonction of metal in the deformation

area，the dynamic variation ofper unit width rolling force can be determined at the

same time．Then the coupling law caused by the co—effbct of rigid movement and

flexural deformation ofthe system structural elements is determined．Furthermore．a

multi．parameter coupling dynamic model of the roll system and stock is established

by the principle of virtual work．More explicitly,the coupled motion modal analysis

was made for the roll system．Meanwhile．the analytical solutions for the flexural

deformation movement’s mode shape functions of rolls are discussed．In addition．

the dynamic characteristic of the lateral flow of metal in the rolling deformation

area has been analyzed at the same time．The establishment of dynamic lateral

displacement function of metal in the deformation arca makes the foundation for

analyzing the coupling law between roll system and rolling deformation area，and

provides a tlleoretical basis for the realization of the dynamic shape control of steel

strip．

DOI lO．1007／s10033．017—0128．Y

625 Effect of Plastic Anisotropy on the Formability of Aluminum 6016-T4

Sheet Material．Young．Suk Kim·Seung．Han Yang

Abstraet：Sheet metal formed of lightweight materials such as aluminum sheeting

has received great attention related to the reduction of vehicle emissions．This PaDer

evaluates the anisotropic yield 10CUS using Kuwabara’S biaxial tensile tester and

stretches formability using Hecker’s hemispherical punch stretching test for

aluminum 6016一T4 sheet material．The anisotropic yield lOCUS of the A16016一T4

sheet measured is fired well by the modifled Drucker yield function．Moreover the

best fitcing to the experimental stress．strain calve from the tensile test was obtained

by taking an appropriate hardening model．Analytical study to predict the stretch

formability by using Hora’s Modified Maximum Force Criterion rMMFC)was

performed．The predicted forming limit curves(FLC)based on various yield

functions were compared with the experiments and discussed．
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632 Partial Surface Damper to Suppress Vibration for Thin Walled
Plate Milling．Jiahao Shi·Qinghua Song·Zhanqiang Liu·Xing Ai

Abstract：The material removal rate and required workpiece surface quality of

thin—walled structure milling are greatly 1imited due to its severe vibration．which

is direcily associated with the dynamic characteristics of the system．Therefore，

the suppression of vibration is an unavoidable problem during milling．A novel

partial surface damping method is proposed to modify the mode of the thin wailed

cantilever plate and to suppress vibration during milling．Based on classical plate

theory,the design criterion is analyzed and configuration of the partial surface

damper is introduced．in which viscoelastic plate and constraining plate are

attached to the surface of the plate to increase the system’s natural frequency and

IOSS factor．In order to obtain the energy expression of the cutting systern．the Ritz

method is used to describe the llnknown displacements．Then．with Lagrange’s

equation，the natural frequency and 10SS factor are calculated．In addition．the

plate is divided into a finite number of square elements，and the regulation of

treated position is studied based on theoretic and experimental analysis．The

milling tests are conducted幻verify its damping performance and the

experimental results show that with廿eatment of partial Sill"face damper’the

deformation of the bare plate is reduced from 0．27 rnlTl to 0．1 nlm．while the

vibration amplitude of the bare plate is reduced from 0．08 mm to 0．0l lnnl．The

proposed research provides the instruction to design partial surface damper．

DOI 10．1007／s10033．017一0126．O

644 Tribological Testing of Hemispherical Titanium Pin Lubricated by

Novel Palm 0ih Evaluating Anti-Wear and Anti-Friction Properties．

Norzahir Sapawe·Syahrullail Samion·Mohd Izhan Ibrahim·

Md Razak Daud·Azli Yahya·Muhammad Farhan Hanafi

Abstract：In this study，the properties ofhip implant material and lubricants were

examined using a pin on disc a口paratus，to compare the effect of metal．on—metal

(MoM)contact with a bio．1ubricant derived from palm oil．The behaviour of the

1ubricants was observed during the experiments．jn whicha hemispherical pin was

loaded against a rotating disc with a groove．A titanium alloy was used to modify

the hemispherical pin and disc．Before and after the experiments，the weight and

surface roughness were analysed．to detect any degradation．The results were

compared according to the different kinematic viscosities．The wear rates and

level of friction with each 1ubricant were also examined．The lubricant with the

highest viscosity had the lowest frictionaI value．Therefore．developing suitable

lubricants has the potential to prolong the lifespan of prostheses or implants used

in biomedical applications．The experiments collectively show that 1ubricants

derived from palm oil could be used as efficient bio—lubricants in the future．

DOI lO．1007／s10033．017．0108—2

652 Effective Iterated Greedy Algorithm for Flow．shop Scheduling

Problems with Time lags．Ning Zhao·Song Ye·Kaidian Li-

Siyu Chen

Abstract：Flow shop scheduling problem with time lags is a practical scheduling

problem and attracts many studies．Permutation problemrPFSP with time lags)is
concentrated but non．．permutation problem(non．．PFSP with time lags)seems to be

neglected．With血e aim to minimize the makespan and sarisfy time lag

constraints．e茄cient algorithms corresponding to PFSP and nou．PFSP problems

are proposed，which consist of iterated greedy algorithm for permutation(IGTLP)
and iterated greedy algorithm for non—permutation(IGTLNP)．The proposed

algorithms are verified ushag well—known simple and complex instances of

permutation and non-permutation problems with various time lag ranges．The

permutation results indicate that the proposed IGTLP can reach near optimal

solution within nearly 1 1％computational time of traditionaI GA approach．The
non．permutation results indicate that the proposed IG can reach nearly same

solution within less than 1％computational time compared with traditional GA

approach．The proposed research combines PFSP and non—PFSP together with

minimal and maximal time lag consideration．which provides an interesting

viewpoint for industrialimplementation．
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663 Real-time OHT Dispatching Mechanism for the Interbay Automated

Material HandUng System with Shortcuts and Bypasses．Cong Pan。

JieZhang·WeiQin

Abstract：As akey to improve the performance of the interbay automated material

handling system(AMHS)in 300 rain semiconductor wafbr fabrication system，the

real．time overhcad hoist transport(OHT)dispatching problem has received much

attention．This problem is first formulated as aspecial form of assignment problem
and it is proved that more than one solution will be obtained by Hungarian

algorithm simultaneously,Through proposing and strictly proving two propositions

related to the characteristics of these solutions．a modified Hungarian algorithm is

designed to distinguish these solutions．Finally,a new real—time OHT dispatching

method is carefully designed by implementing the solution obtained by the modified

Hungarian algorithm．The experimental results of discrete event simulations show

that．compared with conventional Hungarian algorithm dispatching method、the

proposed dispatching method that chooses the solution with the maximum variance

respectively reduces on average 4 s of the average waiting time and average lead

time of wafbr lots．and its performance is rather stable in multiple different

scenarios of the interbay AMHS with different quantities of shortcuts．T11is research

provides an efficient real．time OHT dispatching mechanism for the interbay AMHS

with shortcuts and bypasses．

DOI l 0．1 007／s l 0033一01 7—0099一z

676 Design Property Network-Based Change Propagation Prediction

Approach for Mechanical Product Development．Songhua Ma·

Zhaoliang Jiang·Wenping Liu·Chuanzhen Huang

Abstract：Design changes are unavoidable during mechanical product

development；whereas the avalanche propagation of design change imposes

severely negative impacts on the design cycle．To improve the validity ofthe change

propagation prediction，a mathematical programming model is presented to predict

the change propagation impact quantitatively．As the foundation of change

propagation prediction，a design change analysis model(DCAM)is built in the form
of design property network．In DCAM，the connections of the design properties are

identified as the design specification，which conform to the small·world network

theory．To quantify the change propagation impact，change propagation

intensity(CPI)is defined as a quantitative and much more objective assessment

metric．According to the characteristics of DCAM，CPI is defined and indicated by
four assessment factors：propagation likelihood，node degree，long—chain linkage，

and design margin．Furthermore，the optimal change propagation path is searched

with the evolutionary ant colony optimization(ACO)algorithm，which corresponds
to the minimized maximum of accumulated CPI．In practice，the change impact ofa

gear box is successfully analyzed．The proposed change propagation prediction

method is verified to be efficient and effective，which could provide different results

according to various the initial changes．

DOI lO．1007／s10033—017．0129一x

689 Chaotic Motion in a Nonlinear Car Model Excited by Multi-frequency
Road Surface Prof'de．Yuexia Chen·Long Chen·Xing Xu·

Ruoehen Wang·Xiaofeng Yang

Abstract：In order to solve the problem that existing nonlinear suspension models have

not considered chaotic motion in primary and other resonances，and numerical calculation

model is too sinwlified to captare the accurate critical conditions for the chaotic motion，a

nonlinear suspension model and its new paths of chaos are investigated．Primary

resonances，secondary resonances，and combined resonances ale performed using

multiple-time scales method．Based on the Melnikov functions，the critical conditions for

the chaotic motion of the nonlinear system are found,which is 0．246 7 for the primaw

resonance，and 0．338 8 for the secondary resonance．The effects ofparameters on chaotic

range are considere．d,and results show that nonlinear stifiness of suspension乜has the

largest impact on the chaotic range while damping coefficient C1 has the smalle-st one．

11le chaotic responses on也e area ofthe primary and secondary resonances arc discussed

via Lyapunov exponents and numerical integration ofthe equations ofmotion．It is found

from Lyapunov exponents and Poinca托maps that motions are chaos over critical

conditions，and has shown two very different paths of chaos on the primary and

secondary resonances．Chaotic motion patterns in the primary and secondary resonances

are obtained with more accurate critical conditions．which is a necessary complement to

nonlinear study in nonlinear suspension mode．
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698 Investigation into Improvement for Anti-RoHover Propensity of
SUV．Fei Xiong·Fengchong Lan·Jiqing Chen·Yuedong Yang

Abstract：Currently,many research from domestic and foreign on improving

anti-mlloverperformance ofvehicle mainly focus on the electronic contr01 ofauxiliary

equipment,do not make full use of suspension layom to optimize anti—mUover

performance of vehicle．111is investigation into anti·mllover propensity improvement
concentrates on the vehicle paramaem greatly influencing on anti-rollover propensity
of vehicle．A simulation based on fishhook procedure is used to perform design trials

and evaluations aimed at ensuring an optimal balance between vehicle’s design

parameters and various engineering capacities，the anti-mllover propensity is optimized
at the detailed design stage of a new SUV model．Firstly a four-DOF theorefical

kinematic model is established,then a complete multi．body dynamics model built in

ADAMS／car based on the whole vehicle parameters is correlated to the oNective
handing and stability test results ofa mule cal'．Secondly,in fishhook test simulations，

the Design of Experiments me山od is used to quantify the effect of the vehicle

parameters on the anti-mllover performance．By mcaus of血e simulation,the roll

center height of front suspension should be more than 30 mm,that of rear suspension

1ess than 150 null,and the HCGless than 620 rain for the SUV 111e ratio of front to

rear suspension roll stiffness shouldbe rangedfroml．4t01．6forthe SUV．As a result，
at the detailed design stage ofproduct，the anti-mllover performance of vehicle can be

improved by optimizing chassis and integrated vehicle parameters．

DOI lO．1007／s10033．017．O103—7

7 1 1 Optimal Predictive Control for Path Following of a FuB

Drive-by·Wire Vehicle at Varying Speeds．Pan Song·Bolin Gap·

Shugang Xie·Rui Fang

Abstract：111e current research of the烈obal chassis control pmblem for the舢
drive-by-wire vehicle focuses on the control allocation化A)ofthe four-wheel-distributed

traction／braking／steering systems．However,the path following performance and the

handling stability ofthe vehicle fan be enhanced a step further by automatically adjusting
the vehicle speed to theoptimal value．111e optimal solution for the combined longitudinal

and 1atel锄motion control(Me)pmblem is given．First,a new variable step-size spatial
transformation method is pmposcd and utilized in the prediction model to derive the

dynamics of the vehicle with respect to the road,such that the tracking errors call be

explicitly obtained over the prediction horizon at varying speeds．Second,a noulincar

model predictive conlrol(NMPC)algorithm is introduced to handle the nonlinear coup“ng

betwveen any two directions ofthe vehicular planar motion and computes the slx[uence of

the optimal motion states for following the desired path．Thir<a hierarchical contro】

structure is pmposed to separate the motion controller into aNM口C based path planner

and a terminal sliding mode control汀SMC)based path foⅡower．As revealed through

o搏line shI】_ulado咀s．the hierarchical methodology brings nearly 1700％impmvernent in

computational efficiency without lOSS of conlrol performance．Finally,the conlro]

algorithm is verified through a hardware in-the．100p simulation system
Double．1ane-chanRe(DLC)test results show that by using the optimal predictive

conl／oller,the root-mean-square(RMS)values ofthe lateral deviations and the orientation

errors canbe reduced by 41％and 3％．respectively．corr聊ing to those by the optimal

preview acceleration(OPA)driver model with the non-preview speed-tracking method

Additionally．the average vehicle speed is increased bv 0．26 krn／h with the peak sideslip

angle suppressed to 1．90．Tllis research proposes a novel motion controller,which

pmvides the砌drive-by-wire vehicle with better lane-keeping and collision．avoidance

capabilities during autonomous driving．

Reliability Engineering

DOl lO．1007／s10033—017—0095—3

722 Prediction of Excess Air Factor in Automatic Feed Coal Burners by

Processing of Flame Images．Muhammed Fatih Talu·Cem Onat·

Mahmut Daskin

Abstraet：In this study,the relationship between the visuaI infonnation gathered
from the flame images and the excess air factor A in coal burners is investigated
In conventional coal burners the excess air factor A can be obtained using very

expensive air measurement instruments．The proposed method to predict^for a

specific time in the coal burners consists of three distinct and consecutive stages；

a)online flame images acquisition using a CCD camera，b)extraction meaningful

inforillation(flame intensity and brightness)from flame images．and c1 learning
these information(image features)with ANNs and estimate 2．Six different

feature extraction methods have been used：CDF ofBlue Channel．Co·Occurrence

MaRx。L．Frobenius Norms，Radiant Energy Signal(RES)，PCA and Wavelet．
When compared prediction results．it has seen that the use of co—occurrence

matrix with ANNs has the best performance fRMSE=O．07)in terms of accuracy．

The results show that the proposed predicting system using flame images Call be

preferred instead of using expensive devices to measure excess air factor in

during combustion．
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732 Ootimization of the End Effect of Hilbert-Huang transform(ImTl．
Chenhuan Lv·Jun Zhao·Chao Wu·Tiantai Guo·Hongjiang Chen

Abstract：In fault diagnosis of rotating machinery,Hilbert-Huang ffansfotin(HHT)
is often used to extract the fault characteristic signal and analyze decomposition

results in time—frequency domain．However,end effect occurs in HHT-which leads

to a series of problems such as modal aliasing and false IMF(Intrinsic Mode

Functio曲．To counter such problems in HHT，a new method is put forward to

process sienal by combining the generalized regression neural network(GRNN)
with the boundary local characteristic．scale continuation fBLCC)．Firstly．the
improved EMD(Empirical Mode Decomposition)method is used to inhibit the end

effect problem that appeared in conventional EMD．Secondly．the generatedM
components are used in HHT．Simulation and measurement experiment for the

cases of time domain．frequency domain and related parameters of Hilbert．Huang

spectrum show that the method described here can restrain the end effect compared
with the results obtained through mirror continuation，as the absolute percentage of

the maximum mean of the beginning end point offset and the terminal point offset

are reduced from 30．113％and 27．603％to 0．5lO％and 6．039％respectively．thus
reducing the modal aliasing．and eliminating the false IMF components of HHT．

The proposed method can effectively inhibit end effect．reduce modal aliasing and

false IMF components，and show the real structure of signal components accurately．

DOI lO．1007／s10033—017．0098—0

746 Spindle ThermalError Optimization Modeling of a Five-axis Machine
T001．Qianjian Guo·Shuo Fan·Ihfen2 Xu·Xiang Cheng·

Guoyong Zhao·Jianguo Yang

Abstract：Aiming at the problem of 10w machining accuracy and uncontrollable

thernlal errors ofNC machine tools．spindle thermal error measurement．modeling and

compensation of a two turntable five—axis machine tool are researched．Measurement

experiment ofheat sources and thermal errors are carried out,and GRA(grey relational

analysis)method is introduced into the selection of temperature variables used fof

thennal error modeling．In order to analyze the influence of different heat sources on

spindle thenllal errors．an ANN(artificial neural network)model is presented．and

ABC(artiflcial bee colony)algorithm is introduced to昀iIl the link weights of ANN．a

new ABC-NN(Artificial bee colony-based n吼ll'al network)modeling method is

proposed and used in the prediction of spindle thermal errors．In order to test the

pmdiction performance of ABC小N modeL an experiment system is developed,the

prediction results ofLSR(1east squares regression)．ANN andABC-NN are compared
with the measurement resuits of sDintile thermal errors．Experiment results show也at

the prediction accuracy of ABC—NN model is higher than LSR and ANN．and the

residual error is smaller than 3岫。the new modeling method is feasible．The proposed
research provides instruction to compensate thermal errors and improve machining

accuracy ofNC machine tools．

DOI 10．1007／s10033-017．0094．4

754 Experimental Study on Momentum Transfer of Surface Texture in

Taylor-Couette FIow．Yabo Xue·Zhenqiang Yao·De Cheng

Abstract：The behavior of Taylor-Couette fTCl flow has been extensively studied．

However,no suitable torque prediction models exist for high．capacity fluid machinery．
The Eckhardt-Grossmann-Lohse(EGL)theory,derived based on the Navier-Stokes

equations．Is proposed to model torque behavion TIlis theory suggests that surfaces are

the significant energy transfer interfaces between cylinders and annular flow．nis study

mainly focuses on the effects of surface texture on momentum transfer behavior through
global torque measurement．First．a power-law torque behavior model is buiIt to reveal

the relationship between dimensionless torque and the Taylor number based on the EGL

theory．Second,TC flow apparatus is designed and buiIt based on the CNC machine tool

to verify the torque behavior model．111in four sulfate texture films are tested to check

the effects of surface texture on momentum transfer．A stereo microscope and
three-dimemional topography instrument ale employed to analyze surface morphology．

Global torque behavior is measuredby rotating a multi component dynamometer,and the
effects of surface texture on the annular flow behavior are observed via images obtained

using a high-speed canlera．Finally,torque behaviors under four different surface
conditions are fitted and compared．The experimental results indicate that surface textures

have aremarkable influence on torque behavior，and that the peak loughiless of surface

texture enhances the momentum transferby strengthening the fluctuation in the TC flow．
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